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About This Game

In the smallest district of Montreal, the Crown Attorney relies on the legal expertise of its lawyers; backed up by the support of
a single hard-working secretary.

This is the story of Dana Larose, a young woman starting her career as a secretary in the Crown Attorney's office. The office is
both overworked and understaffed, so you'll have to work out whose projects you help with accordingly.

Will you be able to unravel the mystery being covered up, balance the stress of juggling overtime for everyone, and still manage
to find love...?

FEATURES

 Four dateable characters: Jonathan, Pierre, Ross and Dorothy

Deal with many different kinds of work to help everyone out around the office

Put in overtime for extra money, but be careful to balance work and pleasure or you'll crack under stress!

What secret is being covered up by the Crown Attorney's office? Follow the clues...
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